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Abstract
In Australia, and elsewhere, the movement of trains on long-haul rail
networks is usually planned in advance. Typically, a train plan is de-
veloped to confirm that the required train movements and track mainte-
nance activities can occur. The plan specifies when track segments will
be occupied by particular trains and maintenance activities. On the day
of operation, a train controller monitors and controls the movement of
trains and maintenance crews, and updates the train plan in response to
unplanned disruptions.
It can be difficult to predict how good a plan will be in practice. The
main performance indicator for a train service should be reliability—the
proportion of trains running the service that complete at or before the
scheduled time.
We define the robustness of a planned train service to be the expected
reliability. The robustness of individual train services and for a train plan
as a whole can be estimated by simulating the train plan many times
with random, but realistic, perturbations to train departure times and
segment durations, and then analysing the distributions of arrival times.
This process can also be used to set arrival times that will achieve a desired
level of robustness for each train service.
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1 Introduction and motivation
In Australia, the movements of trains on rail networks are usually planned in
advance. Train plans specify when track segments will be occupied by particular
trains or by maintenance activities.
The train planning process for most long-haul operators in Australia is essen-
tially manual, and it is slow—it can take many weeks to develop a new train
plan. The time and effort required to generate alternative train plans is pro-
hibitive, and so train planners are unable to explore many alternatives.
It is difficult to predict how good a plan will be in practice. On the day of
operation, a train controller monitors and controls the movement of trains, and
manually updates the train plan in response to unplanned disruptions. This can
result in actual train movements that are significantly different to the planned
train movements. Train planners do not have tools that can help them predict
how trains will actually run, or help them adjust their train plans so that trains
are more likely to run to plan. It is also difficult to determine which of a set of
possible train plans is best.
The work described in this paper was motivated by two questions identified by
the Australian Rail Track Corporation (ARTC):
• how should they be assessing and reporting their performance in planning
train movements?
• is it possible to develop a simple tool that can help train planners assess
their manually-prepared train plans?
The Australian rail industry uses a variety of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
to assess performance. Some of these, such as ‘transit time’ and ‘on-time per-
formance’ do not have precise definitions that are used consistently throughout
the industry. Others are not necessarily relevant to rail customers; for example,
most customers are more interested in the reliability of a service than in the
transit time between arbitrary points on the rail network.
There are several network simulation systems currently used in Australia, in-
cluding Falko, OpenTrack, Planimate, RailSim, RailSys and Rail\\Table. We
have also previously developed tools for automated train planning [8]. However,
these tools require significant time, data and expertise to use, are often not
integrated into the train planning process, and do not assess train plans. As
well as criteria for assessing train plans, ARTC wanted a simple tool that could
be used with existing planning systems for rapid assessment of the impact of
adding or removing train services or changing train departure times.
2 Aims, objectives and method
The aim of our work was to develop a practical method for assessing manually-
prepared train plans. The specific objectives were:
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• to develop criteria that the Australian Rail Track Corporation, and similar
network operators, could use to assess their train plans
• to develop a simple software tool that could be used to assess train plans.
Our method, described in detail in the remainder of the paper, included the
following steps:
• discussions with train planners to identify robustness as the indicator of
train plan performance that was most important to train operators and
their customers
• a review of the literature, in particular looking for work on the robustness
of train plans for long single-line corridors with occasional crossing loops
• definition of robustness as a key performance indicator
• examination of ARTC data to help us characterise departure delays and
delays on the network
• development of software to simulate the movement of trains subjected to
random delays, and to report on the robustness of individual train services
and of the overall train plan.
3 Key performance indicators
Any set of train planning Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) must be sufficient
to adequately represent the requirements of all stakeholders. For train planning,
the key stakeholders are customers, train operators and network operators. The
set of KPIs should be concise, precisely defined, and measurable. Albrecht et
al. [2] define five classes of KPI:
• robustness—the degree to which trains depart and arrive according to the
plan
• timeliness—the degree to which the train plan meets stakeholder require-
ments for departure times, arrival times, crew change times and freight
availability
• flexibility—the degree to which the train plan allows ad-hoc changes to
train services
• flow—the flow of goods or passengers
• equity—the degree to which each train operator, and possibly individual
train services, are treated equally.
Some of these KPI classes are difficult to measure in practice. Timeliness will de-
pend on whether stakeholders honestly report their timing requirements. Flexi-
bility is difficult to assess, and will depend on which services are likely to change.
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Of the five classes of KPI we identified, ARTC considered the most important
to be robustness and flow.
There is a moderate body of literature relating to the calculation of timetable
robustness. Murali et al. [6] give an overview of analytical and simulation mod-
els, of varying complexity, to estimate delay in rail networks. The arrival
project [4], funded by the European Commission, is developing robust optimi-
sation methods to improve the reliability of rail transport; Cicerone et al. [5]
give a good overview. Abril et al. [1] discuss reliability and robustness, but
do not give precise definitions. The train timetabling problem is often set in
the context of European passenger rail networks, and assumes that interactions
between trains occurs at specified locations (typically stations). On the Aus-
tralian long-haul networks, which are mostly single-line, where trains cross is of
little importance, and is routinely modified by train controllers in response to
delays on the network.
Ferreira & Higgins [7] use ‘risk of delay’—the probability of delay multiplied
by the likely duration of delay—as a component of an objective function in a
schedule optimisation problem on a single-track rail corridor. They assume that
trains following a delaying train will proceed before opposing trains. We do not
make this assumption; instead, we use dispatch rules similar to those used by
train controllers to determine how trains progress through the rail network.
There is a subtle but important distinction between robustness and reliability.
Reliability is an attribute of observed performance, and can be defined as the
proportion of train services that finish no later than planned. Reliability can
be reported for individual repeating services or for all of the trains run during
a period—for example:
• 67 per cent of trains running the 1MA3 service in 2011 arrived no later
than planned
• 83 per cent of all trains in February arrived no later than planned.
Robustness is an attribute of a train plan, and is defined as the expected
reliability—that is, the expected number of trains that will arrive no later than
planned—when trains are subjected to typical delays and standard recovery pro-
cedures are used. As with reliability, robustness can be calculated for individual
repeating services or for all trains. For example:
• with this plan, we expect 67 per cent of all trains running the 1MA3 service
to arrive no later than planned
• with this plan, we expect 83 per cent of all trains to arrive no later than
planned.
We are particularly interested in the robustness of train plans for corridors on
the Australian interstate rail network, which are mainly single-line track with
occasional crossing loops. Trains typically experience two types of delay: depar-
ture delays at the start of the journey, and variations in section running times
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Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of departure lateness, in hours, from Port
Waratah, Sydney and Brisbane.
[3]. An important feature of corridors with single-line track is that delays to
trains can cause other trains to be delayed at crossing locations. Furthermore, it
is common for the locations of crosses to be changed from the planned locations
in response to train delays.
To understand departure delays, we examined Australian Rail Track Corpora-
tion (ARTC) data for freight trains running on part of the North–South corridor
between Sydney and Brisbane. Figure 1 shows the cumulative distributions of
departure delay, in hours, for freight trains departing from Port Waratah, Syd-
ney and Brisbane in 2009. This graph shows, for example:
• over 70% of trains departing Port Waratah left on time or early
• fewer than 10% of trains departing Port Waratah left more than one hour
late
• about 40% of trains departing Brisbane left on time or early
• more than 20% of trains departing Brisbane left more than two hours late.
Figure 2 shows the earliness of trains relative to the planned section running
times for a class of freight trains running in each of two different directions
between Sydney and Brisbane.The vertical axis is distance; the horizontal axis
is earliness, in minutes, relative to the nominal section running times. Starting
from the top of the graphs, each coloured line represents the progress of a train
relative to its scheduled section running times—a line moves left when the train
is losing time, and moves right when the train is gaining time. The initial
earliness of each trip was not available from this data set; we have drawn each
trip starting with zero earliness.
Data such as that shown in Figures 1 and 2 can be used to determine the
variance of departure delays and the variance of section running times relative
to the nominal section running times, for each train. We can use these variances
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Figure 2: Cumulative variations in segment durations, relative to nominal sec-
tion running times, for one class of trains running in each direction between
Sydney and Brisbane.
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Figure 3: Crossing where the two trains have the same priority (left) and where
the descending train has higher priority (right).
to generate randomised train paths. For single-line track, we also need to model
the way that train controllers resolve crosses of opposing trains. Albrecht et
al. [3] propose the following rules, which give similar outcomes to the decisions
made by train controllers:
• If two opposing trains have the same priority, the cross should occur at
the crossing loop closest to the natural crossing location.
• If two opposing trains have different priorities, the cross should occur at
the crossing loop immediately prior to the natural crossing location on the
path of the low priority train.
Figure 3 shows two examples that illustrate these rules. The horizontal axis is
time and the vertical axis is location. The two horizontal grey lines are crossing
loops. The other lines are train paths. The faint lines indicate the natural
crossing location, and the bold lines represent the resolved cross.
We can use these two rules and random variations of departure times and section
running times to simulate train movements. Figure 4 shows eight different runs
for a small example corridor with nine track sections and fifteen trains. For
these examples, departure deviations were drawn from a normal distribution
with zero mean and a standard deviation of 10 minutes, and train speeds were
drawn from a normal distribution with mean 80 km/h and a standard deviation
of 2 km/h.
We can use the arrival times from many different simulations, each with random
departure delays and random section running times, to estimate the distribution
of arrival times for each train. Figure 5 shows these distributions. The scheduled
arrival time for each train has been adjusted so that 90 per cent of trains arrived
on time. This is a key insight. As well as specifying a scheduled arrival time
and estimating the robustness of the service, we can use the distribution of
arrival times for a service to determine the arrival time that gives the desired
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Figure 4: Train plans with random variations of departure times and train
speed.
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Figure 5: Cumulative distributions of lateness for each of the trains in Figure 4,
with scheduled arrival times adjusted so that 10 per cent of trains are late.
robustness.
4 Estimating robustness
Based on the principles described in the previous sections, we developed proto-
type software for assessing train plans. The resulting tool, called TPAT (Train
Plan Assessment Tool), uses Monte Carlo simulation of train movements on a
corridor to calculate distributions of arrival times. TPAT produces a report
that includes the robustness of each train service, given a scheduled arrival
time. It also calculates a robust arrival time for each train, so that—at least in
simulation—no more than a specified proportion of trains will arrive late.
The data required by TPAT is a description of the track segments along a
corridor, and a description of the trains.
A corridor is a sequence of segments. For each segment, the corridor data file
specifies a segment code, segment length, the number of parallel tracks on the
segment, and an optional name of the segment. The inter-station segments of
a corridor may have a single bi-directional track or one or more uni-directional
tracks. Figure 6 illustrates a simple corridor with:
• station segment A with two bi-directional tracks
• uni-directional segment A–B
• uni-directional segment B–A
• station segment B with two bi-directional tracks
• bi-directional segment B–C
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Figure 6: A simple corridor.
• station segment C with two bi-directional tracks.
A train travelling from A to C traverses the segments
A, A–B, B, B–C, C
whereas a train travelling from C to A traverses the segments
C, B–C, B, B–A, A.
If the corridor also has a single bi-directional track between C and E with a
block point at D then we represent this by the segments
C–D, D–E, E.
At most one train at a time is allowed on any segment of track.
TPAT also requires data for each of the trains that will run on the corridor.
Each train is characterised by:
• train identifier
• train length (used to check that the train can fit on a crossing loop)
• train departure day (0, 1, ...) and time (hh:mm:ss)
• the standard deviation of departure times for the train, in seconds
• the standard deviation of section running times, as a proportion of section
running time
• the scheduled arrival day and time
• a sequence of (segment code, segment duration) pairs, where the segment
code matches a segment code in the corridor data, and segment duration
is in seconds.
Dwell required for activities such as loading, unloading or crew changes at a
station segment should be included in the segment duration for that segment.
Crossing delays should not be included, since crossing locations and the associ-
ated delays are determined by TPAT.
TPAT produces the following outputs:
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Figure 7: Detail of arrival distributions calculated by TPAT.
• a selection of randomised train plans
• cumulative distributions of arrival times for each train
• a report on the train plan.
Figure 7 shows the detail from one of the output plans. The top part shows a
portion of the train plan without random perturbations. The lower part shows
the cumulative distribution of arrival times for each of the trains arriving at the
lower end of the corridor. The trains with the narrowest arrival distributions
are passenger trains, which have low variations in departure time and segment
durations. The other trains are freight trains with larger departure and segment
duration variations, and so have wider arrival distributions. Steps in the distri-
bution, such as in the train with an arrival distribution that spans from 17:00
to beyond 21:00, indicate that some trains running the service will be subjected
to significant delays whereas others will not.
TPAT runs 1000 simulations of the trains on the corridor. For each run, the
departure time of each train is subjected to a random delay drawn from the
distribution of departure delays for the given train type; we have used a normal
distribution with zero mean and given standard deviation. The time required for
each train to traverse each trip segment is also subjected to random variations
based on train type; we have used a proportion of the nominal segment duration
drawn from a normal distribution with given standard deviation. TPAT then
analyses the set of 1000 finishing times for each train.
The robustness of a train plan depends on the decisions made about which
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trains proceed first as the trains are moved through the network. TPAT uses a
rule-based dispatch procedure with limited look-ahead to determine the order
in which trains are moved between refuges. (A refuge is a crossing loop that is
long enough to hold the train and has spare capacity.) Trains are moved one
at a time from refuge to refuge until each train reaches its destination. Which
train should move next is determined by a dispatch algorithm that considers
factors including when trains are ready to move, the location of the next refuge,
the duration of the move, train priorities, and whether slow trains should be
overtaken by fast trains. Running time for 1000 simulations of a weekly plan
with 115 corridor segments and 260 trains is a few minutes.
TPAT produces a report which includes:
• robustness—the proportion of trains that arrive no later than the sched-
uled arrival time
• the robust arrival time—the arrival time for which 10 per cent of trains
will arrive late
• the mean trip duration
• the mean trip duration divided by the minimum possible trip duration
• trip duration slope—a number that indicates whether the departure time
should be earlier or later in order to reduce the trip duration (this will be
described below).
The trip duration slope is calculated by examining the scatter of (departure
time, trip duration) points. Figure 8 shows two examples. By fitting a straight
line through this data, we can determine whether an earlier or later departure
time will reduce the trip duration. The number below the scatter dots is the
slope of the line of best fit. If this slope is positive, trip duration increases when
departure time increases, and so making the trip depart earlier may produce a
more robust train plan.
5 Implementation
The key result of our work has been the identification of robustness as a key
performance indicator for train plans, a precise definition of robustness, and
demonstration of how robustness can be calculated and used.
The prototype TPAT software was developed using the functional programming
language Haskell. It is currently used as a standalone tool, using data read from
CSV files. We have deliberately kept the data requirements as simple as possible,
so that train planners can quickly create new scenarios and explore the impact
of changes to train services.
Ultimately, the algorithms should be re-implemented as part of the standard
systems used for train planning, so that estimating robustness becomes part of
the standard work flow.
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Figure 8: Scatter of trip duration (vertical) with departure time (horizontal) for
two trains.
The system has been demonstrated using data from ARTC, including:
• two different train plans on the 500 km Greenbank to Kempsey corridor in
Queensland and New South Wales, with 65 track segments and 317 trains
per week
• a train plan on the 350 km Kepsey to Mindaribba corridor in New South
Wales, with 47 track segments and 260 trains per week
• a train plan on the 880 km Melbourne to Adelaide corridor, with 113 track
segments and 80 trains per week
• an existing train plan and a proposed new train plan on the 850 km Telarah
to Acacia Ridge corridor in Queensland, with 115 segments and 238 trains
per week (Figure 7 shows detail from a plan on this corridor)
• train plans on the 410 km Tarcoola to Spencer Junction corridor in South
Australia, with 20 segments and 120–200 trains per week, with and with-
out proposed new infrastructure to accommodate increased mining traffic.
6 Conclusions and recommendations
We have previously developed an automated timetable optimisation tool that
uses probabilistic search techniques to find train plans that reduce the total cost
of lateness for a train plan [8]. However, this system did not take into account
the robustness of the resulting train plans. It also required the rail network and
section running times to be specified with a lot of detail and precision.
TPAT is much simpler. It requires a simple description of the network, and does
not require a detailed train plan specifying arrival and departure times at each
station. A key advantage of TPAT is that it can be used to analyse train plans
quickly, and investigate the effects of changing departure times or of adding,
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removing or moving trains before detailed plans are created. For each proposed
plan, TPAT estimates the robustness—a key performance indicator that has
traditionally been ill-defined or ignored. We have also shown how robust arrival
times can be calculated.
While TPAT can be used as a stand-alone tool, ultimately robustness calcula-
tions should be built into the train planning work flow.
For future work, robustness could be included as a factor when assessing train
plans generated by automated systems.
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